
Prompt - "Can you create a list of book suggestions for a 4th grader that loves mysteries?"
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Certainly! Here's a list of 10 engaging mystery books suitable for a 4th grader who loves mysteries:

1. "The Boxcar Children" by Gertrude Chandler Warner - This classic series follows the
adventures of four orphaned siblings who solve mysteries together.

2. "Nancy Drew" series by Carolyn Keene - Nancy Drew is a young detective who solves various
mysteries in her hometown and beyond.

3. "The Hardy Boys" series by Franklin W. Dixon - Brothers Frank and Joe Hardy are teenage
detectives who work together to solve thrilling mysteries.

4. "Encyclopedia Brown" series by Donald J. Sobol - Featuring a boy detective with an
impressive memory, this series offers short mysteries for young readers to solve along with
the main character.

5. "Cam Jansen" series by David A. Adler - Cam Jansen, a fifth-grade detective with a
photographic memory, solves mysteries with the help of her best friend, Eric.

6. "A to Z Mysteries" series by Ron Roy - Each book in this series focuses on a different letter of
the alphabet, providing fun and engaging mysteries for young readers to solve.

7. "The Mysterious Benedict Society" by Trenton Lee Stewart - Four gifted children are recruited
by the enigmatic Mr. Benedict to go undercover at a mysterious institution and unravel its
secrets.

8. "The Secret of the Old Clock" by Carolyn Keene - In this first installment of the Nancy Drew
series, Nancy helps solve a mystery involving a missing will and a hidden fortune.

9. "The Westing Game" by Ellen Raskin - A group of seemingly unrelated strangers come
together to solve a puzzle left behind by the eccentric millionaire Samuel Westing.

10. "The Egypt Game" by Zilpha Keatley Snyder - When a group of children discover a hidden
Egyptian altar, they become wrapped up in a mystery that leads them to explore the world of
ancient Egypt.

Encourage your young reader to explore these books and series, which offer a range of engaging

mysteries that will keep them captivated and entertained.


